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ABSTRACT
The current study aims to assess the reliability of 6 range-of-motion measurement methods for the
thumb carpometacarpal joint: Pollexograph-thumb, Pollexograph-metacarpal, radius-metacarpal goni-
ometry, intermetacarpal goniometry, intermetacarpal distance, and thumb-distal-interphalangeal dis-
tance. A senior hand surgeon, an experienced resident, and a less experienced research fellow
evaluated the dominant hands of 29 healthy subjects. All 6 methods were performed for radial adduc-
tion, radial abduction, and palmar abduction, but only distance methods were measured for palmar
adduction. Intrarater and interrater reliability were computed using intraclass correlation coefficient,
standard error of measurement, and smallest detectable difference. Pollexograph-thumb method
showed the highest active range of movement for radial adduction (12�) and abduction (71�), while all
the other angular methods resulted in approximately 20� for radial adduction and 50� for radial
abduction. Distance methods showed comparable mean results for radial and palmar range of motion
(adduction/abduction): intermetacarpal distance (50mm/60mm) and thumb-distal-interphalangeal dis-
tance (50mm/120mm). Interrater reliability using the results of the intraclass correlation coefficient
demonstrates that Pollexograph-thumb and Pollexograph-metacarpal showed excellent reliability for
radial adduction and abduction, whereas Pollexograph-thumb method revealed the best reliability for
palmar abduction. Moreover, thumb-distal-interphalangeal distance also showed excellent reliability
for radial and palmar abduction. Conventional goniometry showed a large variety of reliability results,
ranging from poor to excellent. No clinical benefit can be derived from assessing the palmar adduc-
tion. We found that the Pollexograph-thumb showed excellent reliability results throughout all meas-
urements. Thumb-distal-interphalangeal-joint distance is especially valuable for assessing radial and
palmar abduction.
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Introduction

The unique anatomy of the thumb carpometacarpal (CMC) joint,
whose movement axes are not located in the common anatomical
planes, has frequently raised discussions as to how to best
describe its range of motion (ROM) [1]. Functionally-speaking, the
outstanding feature of the CMC joint is the ability to rotate the
metacarpal around the longitudinal thumb axis, which is enabled
by the incongruence of both articulating surfaces in combination
with the capsuloligamentous arrangement of this joint [2]. This
supination/pronation movement has an enormous impact on the
thumb and the hand’s gripping function, i.e. the ability to oppose
the thumb. In particular, opposition is defined as the position of
the thumb pad diametrically opposite to the distal pad of the
middle finger [3]. Compared with this, circumduction describes
the sequence of movements from the thumb in full supination
(thumb in maximal palmar adduction) to full pronation (thumbnail
parallel to the plane of the palm), which encompasses an inter-
action of complex movements in all three degrees of freedom of
the thumb CMC joint [3].

In clinical practice, radial and palmar abduction measurements,
[4–6] whose terms imply their respective movement planes (i.e.
parallel and perpendicular to the palm), currently represent the
most frequently applied methods for examining restrictions of
ROM caused by thumb CMC conditions, e.g. osteoarthritis or
rheumatoid arthritis. Moreover, comparison between pre- and
postoperative ROM is of utmost importance for monitoring the
functional outcome in the course of follow-up appointments and
for scientific reporting to the medical literature.

Although experimental studies have revealed the joint’s precise
kinematics and movement axes, these results are difficult to con-
vert into clinical practice [1,7,8]. Historically, a wide variety of dif-
ferent techniques for measuring ROM have been developed and
are described in the literature using terms such as ‘radial abduc-
tion,’ [4–6] ‘palmar abduction,’ [4–6] ’flexion-extension,’ [9,10]
‘abduction-adduction,’ [9,11] or ‘anteposition-retroposition’ [4,11].
However, there is no clear consensus on how these terms are
exactly defined; hence, there is even less consensus on the
method with which they should be measured. [3] Some
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measurement techniques, such as the 3-dimensional video camera
system, theoretically adopt a valuable approach, but their com-
plexity impedes their common use in stressful clinical everyday
life [12,13]. Besides the widespread use of various types of goni-
ometers, some methods include calipers [14]; a protractor, espe-
cially developed for the thumb CMC joint by Kraker, Selles et al.
[15]; cylinders with different diameters [16].

Further, this heterogeneity of outcome data acquisition,
whose accuracy and reliability is scrutinized by only few authors,
renders a comparison of absolute values in publications diffi-
cult [17,18].

Although pollux adductus is a well-described deformity [2],
and the adduction test [19] has proven to be a sensitive diagnos-
tical tool for this condition, measurement results of adduction
ROM are hardly included in clinical studies. To assess if any reli-
able, clinically valuable information can be derived from evaluat-
ing the adduction of the thumb CMC joint, we have included this
measurement in the present study, besides evaluating the joint’s
maximal active abduction.

The present study aims to compare intrarater and inter-
rater reliability of 4 angular and 2 distance methods for both
active radial and palmar adduction/abduction (AD/AB)
measurement.

Materials and methods

Subjects

We measured the dominant hand of 29 healthy subjects (28 right-
handed and 1 left-handed) recruited at the local medical univer-
sity. All subjects confirmed not to have any prior injury to the
dominant upper extremity or any systemic condition affecting the
musculoskeletal or nervous system. The group consisted of 16
women and 13 men. The median age was 24 years, with a range
of 20 to 34 years.

This study was approved by the medical ethics committee,
and written informed consent was obtained from each subject.
Moreover, we adhered to the declaration of Helsinki.

Measurements

Prior to ROM measurements, the lead author assessed the sub-
ject’s hand width and length as well as the surgical glove size.

All measurements were performed twice by an experienced
senior hand surgeon, by an orthopedic surgery resident, and by a
research fellow in a microsurgical training center. The study sub-
jects were randomly allocated to one of the three examiners, who
wrote down their 20 measurement results on a new study form
per each subject and subsequently threw the forms in a locked
box. Average time to measure all values by one examiner was
approximately 9min per subject. The retest was performed
13 days after the first round.

We obtained 6 measurement methods for active ROM, which
only differ in the plane applied for radial and for palmar ROM
assessment: ‘Radial’ indicates a measurement plane parallel to the
palm, and ‘palmar’ a plane perpendicular to the palm. We per-
formed 12 measures for radial AD/AB and 8 for palmar AD/AB,
because we did not include angular measurements for palmar
adduction in our study.

Pollexograph-thumb measurements were principally performed
in the same setting as that published by Kraker et al. [15] albeit
with small modifications [15], i.e. we refrained from marking ana-
tomical points, because we deemed that marking all patients’
hands would probably be unrealistic in an everyday clinical set-
ting. Moreover, maximal active adduction (Figure 1(A)) and abduc-
tion (Figure 1(B)) measures were read from the radial edge of the
thumb at the distal phalanx. We applied this modification,
because the middle distal part of the nail would be more difficult
to define during radial AD/AB measurement, due to the 45� pal-
mar tilting of the CMC joint [20].

Placing a ruler along the first metacarpal axis, we evaluated
maximal adduction (Figure 2(A)) and abduction (Figure 2(B)) while
reading the value on the protractor.

Radius-metacarpal angle was assessed by determining the lon-
gitudinal axis of the radius and the first metacarpal in maximal
adduction (Figure 3(A)) and abduction (Figure 3(B)) using a con-
ventional Moeltgen goniometer. We performed these measures in
supination while taking care that the wrist remained in a neu-
tral position.

Intermetacarpal angle was assessed as the Moeltgen goniome-
ter’s pivot was placed over the thumb CMC joint and the 2
branches were aligned to the mid-dorsal points of the first and
second metacarpal heads in maximal adduction (Figure 4(A)) and
abduction (Figure 4(B)).

Intermetacarpal distance was evaluated by using a measure-
ment method for the thumb web space, introduced by Murugkar

Figure 1. Position of the hand during Pollexograph-thumb angle measurement. Radial adduction (A) and radial abduction (B) are assessed at the radial edge of the
thumb, indicated by the red arrow.
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et al. [14]. In contrast to the original publication, however, we
used a measurement tape and refrained from marking anatomical
points (Figure 5(A,B)).

For the thumb-DIP distance measurement, we slightly modified
the method described by Itoh, Miura, et al. [16] We assessed the
distance between the distal-ulnar thumb nail fold and the radial
edge of the flexion crease of the index finger distal

interphalangeal joint in maximal adduction (Figure 6(A)) and
abduction (Figure 6(B)).

Statistical methods

Means, standard deviation (SD), and the ranges of every method
based on all measurement results were calculated.

Figure 3. Radius-metacarpal angle was measured with the subject’s hand in a supinated position using a Moeltgen goniometer, which is placed along the longitu-
dinal axis and the first metacarpal for assessing radial adduction (A) and radial abduction (B) (red arrow).

Figure 4. For intermetacarpal angle, the goniometer was aligned with the first and second metacarpal heads for evaluating radial adduction (A) and radial abduction
(B) (red arrow).

Figure 2. A Pollexograph-metacarpal angle measurement; radial adduction (A) and radial abduction (B) are evaluated using a ruler, which is placed along the first
metacarpal axis (red arrow).
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Intrarater reliability, which represents the ability of a single
examiner to obtain consistent results during repetitive measure-
ments, and interrater reliability, which assesses the degree of con-
gruence between measurements by different examiners, were
assessed. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and its 95% confi-
dence interval (CI) were calculated ICC ranges from 0 to 1,
whereby 0 equals no test-retest agreement and 1 means perfect
test-retest reliability. Cincetti considered an ICC value less than
0.40 as poor, between 0.40 and 0.59 as fair, between 0.60 and
0.74 as good, and between 0.75 and 1.00 as excellent [21].

Moreover, standard error of measurement (SEM), which indi-
cates the spread of measurement errors when estimating the sub-
ject’s true score from the measured values, and smallest
detectable difference (SDD), which represents a clinically valuable
index, because only a difference between two measurements
exceeding this value can be considered as a true change and not
a measurement error [22].

Results

Mean values

Mean hand length was 182± 11 millimeters and mean hand width
84± 6 millimeters. We evaluated a median surgical glove size of
7.0 with a range of 5.5 to 8.5.

Table 1 presents means, SDs, and ranges of all methods for
radial and palmar AD/AB, using the values measured by all 3
examiners. It can be seen that the Pollexograph-thumb means
reach the smallest values in adduction measurement and the larg-
est values in abduction angular measurements. All other angular
methods range from 20� to 27� for radial adduction and 51� to
55� for radial abduction. Palmar abduction angular measurements
results are comparable to the one’s for radial abduction, ranging
from 47� to 57� for Pollexograph-metacarpal, radius-metacarpal,
and intermetacarpal angle techniques.

Moreover, average distances for radial AD/AD are comparable
with mean measurements for palmar AD/AB. Mean adduction
measurements are between 49 and 51 millimeters for all 4 dis-
tance methods. Concerning abduction measurement, intermeta-
carpal distances are 60 to 61 millimeters, and thumb-DIP
distances both show 120 millimeters as mean value.

Reliability data for radial AD/AB

Intrarater and interrater reliability for radial AD/AB measurement
methods are displayed in Table 2. It can be seen that intrarater
reliability values for radial adduction among all examiners show 2
poor, 2 fair, 5 good, and 9 excellent results, whereby thumb-DIP
is twice, and radius-metacarpal once, the best method. However,
interrater analysis shows excellent ICC values only for

Figure 5. During radial adduction (A) and radial abduction (B), we assessed the intermetacarpal distance between the mid-dorsal points of the first and second meta-
carpal heads, indicated by the red bar.

Figure 6. Thumb-DIP method represents the distance (red bar) between the distal-ulnar thumb nail fold and the radial edge of the flexion crease of the index finger’s
distal interphalangeal joint in radial adduction (A) and radial abduction (B).
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Pollexograph methods. Concerning radial abduction, intrarater
analysis demonstrates almost exclusively excellent ICC results,
ranging from 0.79 to 0.96, because only 1 fair and 1 good result
could be detected. Interrater analysis for radial abduction indi-
cates that the Pollexograph-thumb angle and thumb-DIP distance
show comparably excellent ICC values and, therefore, prove to be
the most reliable measurement techniques.

Reliability data for palmar AD/AB

Table 3 shows intra and interrater reliability for palmar AD/AB
measurements. For palmar adduction distance measurements,
intrarater reliability reveals 2 fair, 2 good, and 2 excellent results,
whereas overall intrarater reliability eventuates in 2 poor results.
Concerning palmar abduction, intrarater reliability shows 1 poor,
5 fair, 5 good, and 7 excellent results. Interrater reliability reveals
similar results as that for radial abduction: Pollexograph-thumb
angular method and the thumb-DIP distance are the most reliable
methods, with an ICC value of 0.835 and 0.772 respectively.

Discussion

This study aims to compare 6 ROM measurement methods for
active radial and palmar AD/AB and determine the ones, which

are clinically most applicable, i.e. reveal the highest ICC values, for
thumb CMC joint’s physical examination.

Although conventional goniometry is commonly used in clin-
ical practice, several previous reliability studies corroborate our
findings that goniometry, which we assessed using radius-meta-
carpal and intermetacarpal method, its unreliable in assessing pal-
mar abduction [14,16,17,23,24]. Accordingly, authors who collect
data by use of these methods and compare palmar abduction
ROM values are at high risk of reporting false significant or false
insignificant results due to measurement errors rather than true
clinical change.

For interrater reliability analysis, both the study by de Kraker
et al. [23] and our survey present the Pollexograph-thumb
method with the highest ICC values within all angular methods
for palmar abduction measurement. This coefficient even
exceeds that by de Kraker et al. [23] (0.66), which is surprising
because we initially expected a slight loss of accuracy caused
by refraining from marking anatomical landmarks. Given the
highest ICC values and lowest SDD values within our study, we
recommend the Pollexograph-thumb method for assessing pal-
mar abduction.

Regarding distance methods, we found the best interrater reli-
ability for the thumb-DIP method. This finding underlines the
result of Itoh et al. [16], who report the highest ICC value of 0.81
in their study when using a very similar method.

Table 1. Means, SDs, and ranges for radial and palmar adduction/abduction measurement methods.

Method

Radial Palmar

Adduction Abduction Adduction Abduction

Pollexograph-thumb angle,� 12.4 ± 3.7 (6� 30) 70.7 ± 9.4 (52� 110) – 65.6 ± 8.7 (49� 96)
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � 26.8 ± 5.0 (12� 44) 54.8 ± 8.0 (32� 84) – 49.4 ± 8.1 (28� 72)
Radius-metacarpal angle, � 19.9 ± 10.5 (0� 51) 51.4 ± 10.4 (26� 79) – 56.5 ± 10.4 (29� 83)
Intermetacarpal angle, � 23.0 ± 4.9 (0� 35) 51.5 ± 7.7 (30� 72) – 47.2 ± 7.3 (34� 70)
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 48.8 ± 7.0 (35� 70) 61.1 ± 8.0 (41� 85) 49.1 ± 6.7 (34� 70) 60.1 ± 6.9 (40� 81)
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 51.4 ± 8.1 (34� 96) 119.9 ± 14.7 (76� 163) 49.0 ± 7.6 (34� 72) 119.7 ± 13.9 (87� 146)

Table 2. Reliability data of radial Adduction and Abduction with use of ICC including 95% CI, SEM and SDD.

Method

Radial adduction Radial abduction

ICC 95 % CI SEM SDD ICC SEM SDD

Senior hand surgeon
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � 0.802 (0.577� 0.908) 2.6 7.2 0.833 (0.639� 0.922) 4.2 11.7
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � 0.715 (0.405� 0.865) 2.6 7.3 0.791 (0.552� 0.902) 3.8 10.5
Radius-metacarpal angle, � 0.371 (�0.352� 0.706) 4.4 12.1 0.861 (0.707� 0.934) 2.6 7.3
Intermetacarpal angle, � 0.464 (�0.095� 0.743) 3.9 10.8 0.806 (0.587� 0.909) 4.0 11.0
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.641 (0.234� 0.832) 5.5 15.4 0.824 (0.623� 0.918) 4.3 12.0
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.824 (0.623� 0.918) 2.3 6.3 0.909 (0.807� 0.957) 4.4 12.1

Resident
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � 0.657 (0.281� 0.838) 1.8 4.9 0.901 (0.789� 0.953) 3.1 8.6
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � 0.836 (0.649� 0.923) 2.1 5.7 0.890 (0.765� 0.948) 2.8 7.7
Radius-metacarpal angle, � 0.750 (0.469� 0.882) 4.4 12.1 0.800 (0.573� 0.906) 4.2 11.7
Intermetacarpal angle, � 0.768 (0.503� 0.891) 3.7 10.1 0.693 (0.345� 0.856) 3.9 10.8
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.824 (0.623� 0.917) 1.7 4.8 0.914 (0.866� 0.973) 1.6 4.4
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.886 (0.759� 0.946) 3.2 9.0 0.951 (0.892� 0.978) 3.6 10.1

Research fellow
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � 0.739 (0.439� 0.878) 1.4 3.8 0.955 (0.905� 0.979) 1.9 5.2
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � 0.750 (0.464� 0.883) 3.0 8.2 0.589 (0.114� 0.808) 4.4 12.1
Radius-metacarpal angle, � 0.886 (0.759� 0.946) 2.8 7.8 0.930 (0.851� 0.967) 2.0 5.6
Intermetacarpal angle, � 0.375 (�0.178� 0.690) 2.8 7.9 0.810 (0.582� 0.912) 3.0 8.2
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.485 (�0.121� 0.760) 3.3 9.2 0.830 (0.641� 0.919) 2.4 6.6
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.637 (0.230� 0.829) 3.9 10.9 0.943 (0.880� 0.973) 3.3 9.2

Interrater analysis
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � 0.765 (0.568� 0.881) 1.8 4.9 0.913 (0.795� 0.961) 2.8 7.7
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � 0.777 (0.547� 0.893) 2.4 6.6 0.783 (0.313� 0.916) 3.7 10.3
Radius-metacarpal angle, � 0.200 (�0.088� 0.491) 9.4 26.2 0.448 (�0.045� 0.737) 7.8 21.5
Intermetacarpal angle, � 0.629 (0.315� 0.813) 3.0 8.2 0.817 (0.315� 0.934) 3.3 9.1
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.447 (�0.052� 0.746) 5.2 14.4 0.630 (0.010� 0.860) 4.9 13.5
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.388 (�0.018� 0.669) 6.3 17.5 0.935 (0.852� 0.970) 3.7 10.4
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Concerning palmar adduction, we decided prior to the study
not to assess angular values, because adjusting the right plane of
the thumb and determining the osseous reference point between
bulging soft tissue is a demanding task through which hardly any
reasonable measurements could have been obtained. The results
of our distance outcomes reveal a similar result: Interrater analysis
showed poor ICC results with unacceptably high SDD values.
Therefore, palmar adduction measurement seems not to gain clin-
ically valuable information in assessing thumb CMC joint’s ROM.

Latest kinematic studies have reported that flexion-extension
axis and the AD/AB axes are not perpendicular to each other
[1,8]. Thus, the AD/AB plane approximately corresponds with the
plane perpendicular to the palm, in which we measured palmar
AD/AB in the present study. However, flexion-extension axis is
tilted 30� to the dorsum of the hand [1,8]. Therefore, comparing
normative data acquired in this plane, that is, 45� ± 15� by Crisco
et al., can hardly be compared to our radial AD/AB results.
Moreover, no prior study that assessed the reliability of thumb
CMC joint’s ROM methods has investigated radial AD/AB; hence,
no normative or comparison data are available. Considering the
overall best method for both radial AD/AB, Pollexograph-thumb
measurements reveals the most reliable interrater ICC results with
the lowest SDD values. However, it must be said that radial
adduction value is also dependent on the metacarpophalangeal
and interphalangeal joint position. Because these joints are usu-
ally slightly flexed, this measurement does not explicitly display
information about the thumb CMC joint. Therefore, Pollexograph-
metacarpal angle has the advantage of providing excellent inter-
rater ICC values, and its anatomical reference points are directly
derived from the thumb CMC joint. Moreover, we found that
thumb-DIP distances showed the best ICC values for radial AD/AB
for radial abduction.

Moreover, Pollexograph-thumb angle and thumb-DIP distance
methods yield a very individual result, whose absolute values
have little clinical significance. These measures should be assessed

relatively, i.e. compared to prior measures for each patient indi-
vidually, because they are dependent from various factors (hand
size, hypermobility or conditions of adjacent joints or soft tissue)
besides the thumb CMC joint to be evaluated. In thumb CMC
osteoarthritis patients, pollux adductus deformity usually implies a
compensatory hyperextension of metacarpophalangeal joint,
which increases both the measured Pollexograph-thumb angle
and thumb-DIP distance and hence conceals a pathologically
decreased ROM of the thumb CMC joint [2]. Therefore, clinical
assessment of thumb CMC conditions should include a ROM
assessment of the metacarpophalangeal joint [2,4].

Furthermore, intrarater ICC values are highly dependent from
the examiner’s clinical experience, as the senior hand surgeon
and the resident, who both assess ROM data nearly every day in
the course of their clinical work, reached slightly higher values
than the less experienced research fellow. In further consequence,
interrater ICC values are the main outcome parameters of the pre-
sent study. This is also because ROM examination is often per-
formed by different clinicians in the course of patients’ follow-up
appointments, hence, the clinical significance of these measure-
ments ought not to be biased by methods with poor interrater
reliability.

A limitation of the present study is that Pollexograph measure-
ments for radial AD/AB have not been validated yet. Moreover,
reliability testing was performed in a relatively small group of 29
young subjects with physiological anatomy of the hand.
Moreover, due to our healthy study cohort, whose subjects do
not suffer from any thumb CMC condition, and thus no patho-
logical ROM impairment, we were not able to assess opposition
ROM measurement methods, because all subjects would have
reached 10 points in the Kapandji Score [25] or 0 centimetre dis-
tance between the thumb tip and the fifth metacarpophalangeal
joint [6]. Future studies are required to validate the usefulness,
applicability, and reliability of all the investigated methods for
patients suffering from any condition concerning the thumb CMC

Table 3. Reliability data of palmar adduction and abduction with use of ICC including 95% CI, SEM and SDD.

Method

Palmar adduction Palmar abduction

ICC 95 % CI SEM SDD ICC SEM SDD

senior hand surgeon
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � – – – – 0.870 (0.727� 0.939) 3.4 9.4
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.752 (0.481� 0.883) 3.0 8.3
Radius-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.517 (�0.016� 0.772) 4.6 12.7
Intermetacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.580 (0.091� 0.804) 5.8 16.2
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.713 (0.381� 0.866) 3.5 9.7 0.580 (0.139� 0.799) 3.8 10.6
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.804 (0.585� 0.908) 2.4 6.7 0.677 (0.303� 0.849) 7.0 19.5

resident
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � – – – – 0.714 (0.400� 0.865) 5.0 13.9
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.791 (0.557� 0.902) 4.2 11.5
Radius-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.617 (0.211� 0.817) 5.4 14.9
Intermetacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.724 (0.423� 0.869) 2.7 7.6
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.796 (0.564� 0.904) 2.1 5.8 0.827 (0.636� 0.919) 2.3 6.5
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.954 (0.878� 0.975) 2.1 5.8 0.885 (0.752� 0.947) 8.2 22.9

research fellow
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � – – – – 0.831 (0.637� 0.921) 3.1 8.7
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.525 (0.037� 0.771) 3.3 9.2
Radius-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.573 (0.114� 0.797) 4.1 11.2
Intermetacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.235 (�0.126� 0.545) 4.5 12.6
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.538 (0.058� 0.779) 3.5 9.8 0.693 (0.349� 0.855) 3.2 8.8
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.599 (0.141� 0.812) 4.1 11.2 0.856 (0.692� 0.933) 4.6 12.8

Interrater analysis
Pollexograph-thumb angle, � – – – – 0.835 (0.481� 0.935) 3.6 9.8
Pollexograph-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.523 (�0.015� 0.789) 5.6 15.5
Radius-metacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.158 (�0.078� 0.429) 9.5 26.5
Intermetacarpal angle, � – – – – 0.339 (�0.061� 0.635) 6.0 16.5
Intermetacarpal distance, mm 0.357 (�0.065� 0.659) 5.4 14.9 0.550 (�0.025� 0.816) 4.7 12.9
Thumb-DIP distance, mm 0.386 (�0.016� 0.667) 5.9 16.4 0.772 (0.353� 0.907) 6.6 18.4
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joint. Moreover, it should be noted that the retest was performed
after 13 days, and the reliability data were collected on the basis
of equivalent anatomy. Thus, if any retest is performed after a few
years, deformities or changes in adjacent joint, which co-affect a
measurement, especially Pollexograph-thumb angle and thumb-
DIP distance, may lead to a biased measurement and have to
be considered.

In conclusion, we recommend Pollexograph-thumb method for
radial AD/AB and palmar abduction measurement. If isolated
radial and palmar abduction measurement is performed, thumb-
DIP distance presents excellent reliability. Moreover, Pollexograph-
metacarpal seems to be an excellent radial AD/AB measurement,
especially for long-term studies, because its value is directly
derived from the thumb CMC joint.
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